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Instruction for authors

Please send your article with a short summary in English and Polish (printed
and electronic versions) to the following addresses:
aduda@zarz.agh.edu.pl
Akademia Górniczo-Hutnicza
Wydział Zarządzania
dr Joanna Duda
ul. Gramatyka 10
30-067 Kraków
Articles which are to be published in Managerial Economics should be prepared according to the following guidelines.
Length of the paper should not exceed 22 typed pages (ﬁgures and tables
included).
The running text of the body of the paper should be followed by ﬁgures and
tables.
Title page should include a footnote, giving the author’s afﬁliation.
Figures must be prepared in a form suitable for direct reproduction. Digital
artwork at least 300 dpi resolution is accepted. Photographs, on glossy paper
(9 by 13 cm or larger), should display sharp contrast. Figures, tables and photographs should be numbered according to their reference in text.
For computer edited texts, please include a disc with a text ﬁle, giving the editor programme used (preferably Word or WordPerfect). Illustrations should be
edited in CorelDraw (*.CDR), DrawPerfect (*.WPG) or in any other vector graphics form e.g. HPGL, Encapsulated PostScript (*.EPS), Computer Graphics Metaﬁle
*.CGM) or bitmaps (*.TIF, *.PCX).
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Mathematical equation within the text should be written in separate lines,
numbered consecutively (numbers within round brackets) on the right-hand
side. Greek characters must be written out clearly. Reference to literature within
the text should be given in square brackets.
Papers should be submitted in two copies.
Summery (of 15–20 lines) and keywords should be submitted in both Polish
and English on separate sheet containing the name of the author, title of the paper
with the heading “Summary”.
Authors using Word are requested to employ, as far as possible, text form
of mathematical symbols leaving graphic form for the equations longer than
single line.
The author should use the numbering style of referencing. References to
literature within the text should be given in square brackets. Lists of references
should be written in alphabetical-chronological order.
Information about the journal and the deadlines for submitting articles for
next issues as well as the tempate according to which the papers should be prepared are presented at
http://tinyurl.com/ly68a6

